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CHEMICAL REACTIONS (INDICATORS OF) CLASSWORK 
 

The four indicators that let you know that a chemical change (reaction) is happening are: 
 
1. appearance of gas bubbles – fizzing, bubbling, or a blast of air (like an explosion) 
2. production of heat or light (or heat decreases) – gets hotter, gets ‘colder’, or starts glowing 
3. formation of a precipitate - a solid forms when there was no solid before 
 
The 4th indicator is color change, BUT this is not always a good one. You have to think about 
whether the color change is caused by new substances being formed or not. 
 
DIRECTIONS: Tell if a chemical reaction has occurred or not and list the indicator if one did. 
 
1. The scientist mixed the blue liquid with the red liquid and purple liquid formed. 
 
 
2. The wizard mixed eye of newt with powdered snail liver and an explosion occurred. 
 
 
3. Ashley mixed the flour with the water and sugar. She had never made a cake before. 
 
 
4. The sodium metal tipped out of its beaker of oil and fell into the sink full of water. The 
resulting explosion blew up Mr. Krall’s lunch box. 
 
 
5. The male firefly made its butt light up twice, saying, “Hey baby.” to the girl firefly. 
 
 
6. The battery acid dribbled off of Tom’s battery and onto his jeans. A hole appeared in his jeans 
and his skin began to bubble. Tom cried for his mommy. 
 
 
7. The orange liquid was carefully poured into the water. As it did, a powdery substance began 
to form on the bottom of the water. 
 
 
8. As the water froze in the bitter cold, the sidewalk cracked even more. 
 
 
9. During the game, Justin hurt his knee. He crushed up the ‘cold pack’ in his hands, and quickly 
it began to cool down soothing his knee. 
 
 
10.  Mr. Krall’s car slowly changed color from green to rust as pieces of rust continued to flake 
off his car and crumble to the ground. 


